LOCALITY INFORMATION

UTM NORTHING 412500
UTM EASTING 1250400
UTM ZONE NO. 11

LATITUDE A70 < 00.00' MM 05 N/S
LONGITUDE A80 < 80.00' DD 10 W/E

TOWNSHIP(S) A77 < 1. N.
RANGE(S) A78 < 4. 1. E.
SECTION(S) A79 < 43 23
MERIDIAN(S) A81 < 3. DIABLO

PROPERTY WITHIN MERRITT COPPER CLAIM (1979). BARITE REPORTED PATTERN PRESENT IN AREA.

SHORT INCLINE IN 1986

CRIB REPORT FORM (NEVADA VERSION) USGS

DEPOSIT NAME AIO < ESPERANZA PROPERTY
OWNER A12 <
MINING DISTRICT A30 < LONE MOUNTAIN
COUNTY A40 < ESMERALDA
QUAD A50 < SILVER PEAK
QUAD SCALE A100 < 1:62,500
FAMS SHEET A92 < GOLDFIELD
LAND STATUS A46 < BLM
DEPOSIT TYPE C40 < VEIN
HOST ROCK GEN C21 < SEDIMENTARY
HOST ROCK ERA C22 < PALEozoic
PRODUCTION (lbs) C25 <

GENERAL COMMENTS GEN < PROPERTY WITHIN MERRITT COPPER CLAIM (1979). BARITE REPORTED PATTERN PRESENT IN AREA.

DATE 91 < 7.9.09
REPORTER A4D < TAYLOR, J. K.
FIRST IN A60 < 17
MERRITT COPPER AII <
3 MILES NE OF WEEPAH
3 MILES NEAR PROMINENT LOCALITY A93 <
ALTITUDE A107 <
LOCATION COMMENTS A193 <

COMMODITIES PRESENT:
CIO < MG, AU, ZN, P, Au?

MAJOR COMM. PRESENT C11 < AG, .....
MINOR COMM. PRESENT C12 < AG, .....

POTENTIAL PRODUCTS POTEN <

OCCURRENCES OCCUR <

MAJOR PRODUCTS MAJOR <
MINOR PRODUCTS MINOR <

PRODUCTION NO YES SWL MED LGE code
ORE MINERALS C30 <
BLACK MINERAL containing Ag, Cu, Pb, Au?, galena, CHEVY SCOLLA

MAIN ORE MINERALS C31 <
MINOR ORE MINERALS C32 <

GEOLOGIC INFORMATION

K1 < C.A, M, B, R, I, A, N, ...
AGE OF HOST ROCK A10 <
K2 < K20 <
AGE OF ASSOCIATED IGNEOUS ROCK A20 <
K3 < N5 <
AGE OF MINERALIZATION A5 <
K5 < STRATIFICATION A70 <
N75 <
C45 <

MAJOR REGIONAL STRUCTURES A70 <
SIGNIFICANT LOCAL STRUCTURE A70 <
SIGNIFICANT PATTERN A70 <
SIGNIFICANT GEOLOGICAL DATA A70 <

SIGNIFICANT GEOLOGICAL DATA A70 <
SIGNIFICANT MINERALOGICAL DATA A70 <
SIGNIFICANT PETROGRAPHIC DATA A70 <
SIGNIFICANT MINERALOGICAL DATA A70 <
SIGNIFICANT PETROGRAPHIC DATA A70 <
SIGNIFICANT PETROGRAPHIC DATA A70 <

GEOL. REFERENCES 1906. DEPOSITS OF THE SILVER PEAK QUAD., U.S.G.S. P.P. 55
1. SPRUZ, I. E.
2. N.A.M. OF BC 83-8, 83-11, 1983
3. F3 <
4. F4 <

ESSENTIAL INFORMATION IMPORTANT INFORMATION

GENERAL REFERENCE:
2. N.A.M. OF BC 83-8, 83-11, 1983
3. F3 <
4. F4 <

CRITICAL INFORMATION:

CRITICAL INFORMATION:

CRITICAL INFORMATION: